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Wood is a global leader in the delivery of project, engineering 
and technical services to energy and industrial markets. 
We operate in more than 60 countries, employing around 
55,000 people, with revenues of around $10 billion. We 
provide performance-driven solutions throughout the asset 
life-cycle, from concept to decommissioning across a broad 
range of industrial markets including the upstream, midstream 
and downstream oil & gas, chemicals, environment and 
infrastructure, power & process, clean energy, mining and 
general industrial sectors. We strive to be the best technical 
services company to work with, work for and invest in. 

Male Female

16%84%

Gender balance:

Relevant employees at snapshot date:

12,110

Number of entities reported:

8



This report details the gender pay gap reporting requirements 
covered under The Equality Act 2010 (Gender Pay Gap 
Information) Regulations 2017. The regulations require 
companies with more than 250 employees to publish information 
on their gender pay gap.  

Wood Group (WG) completed a major acquisition of Amec Foster 
Wheeler (AFW) during 2017. The combined business is now known as 
Wood. As at the snapshot date of 5th April 2017, both companies were 
separate businesses, however, due to the timing of the required reporting, 
this report contains information relating to all UK entities that now sit 
under Wood and are required to be reported as per the regulations.

Wood has eight UK entities with more than 250 employees as at the 
snapshot date. These are: 

Wood Group UK Limited

Wood Group Industrial Services Limited

Wood Group Kenny UK Limited

The Automated Technology Group Limited

Amec Foster Wheeler Group Limited

Amec Foster Wheeler Nuclear UK Limited

Energy Safety and Risk Consultants Limited

Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure UK Limited 

Each of these entities has its own service offering which is 
summarised in the entity specific sections of this report.  
As a global organisation with a history of acquisitive growth, our 
employing entity structure is complex. Our business and resulting 
entity structure will continue to evolve through integration and 
acquisitive growth in the longer term; this means year on year 
comparisons of the gender pay gap figures may not provide 
meaningful demonstration of the impact our actions have 
on addressing the gap and the wider impact of our diversity 
philosophy.

Accuracy statement  
I confirm the gender pay gap data contained in this report 
is accurate and has been produced in accordance with the 
regulations. 

Sue MacDonald 
Executive President  
People & Organisation

Introduction
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The regulations require reporting on pay and bonuses as follows:

Mean (average) gross hourly rate of pay  

Median gross hourly rate of pay

Proportion of male/female in hourly rate of pay quartiles  
(four bands)

Mean bonus pay

Median bonus pay

Proportion of male/female in receipt of bonuses, in the  
12 months before the snapshot date

For 2017 reporting, the overall UK figure is split by Wood Group 
and Amec Foster Wheeler due to both companies being separate 
businesses as at the snapshot date of 5th April 2017. The entities 
are published on the Government website, categorised by industry 
sector, and are held on the company website for a period of three 
years. The first report is for the snapshot date of 5th April 2017 
with annual reporting thereafter. In line with requirements, we are 
publishing results within 12 months of the snapshot date.

Wood Group UK Limited and Amec Foster Wheeler Group Limited, 
have groups of employees with a pay structure and working 
patterns, including payment for time off, which is particularly 
complex in the application of the regulations. Both entities have 
used average working weekly hours and included rotational time off 
in the calculations as this is a more accurate reflection of working 
practice and the pay structure.  

Reporting requirements Our key findings

“Supporting promising female 
talent is key, not only to our 
business but to the energy industry 
as a whole. It is important to 
strengthen the foundation of skills, 
knowledge and inspiration from 
which future female leaders can 
build successful careers.”
Sue MacDonald 
Executive President  
People & Organisation

Pay:

The overall average pay gap is 1.6% for WG, and 24.0% for AFW.  
The WG percentage reflects the diverse service offering and make up 
of roles across the organisation impacted in particular by Wood Group 
Industrial Services Limited (WGIS). This entity, which is 38% of the 
overall WG reported headcount, has a large proportion of craft and 
skilled roles which have lower average rates of pay than those found in 
the other UK entities.  

The key findings across the reporting companies which explain this gap 
are consistently related to gender distribution across occupations and job 
levels. We have pay structures in place which ensure roles at equivalent 
levels are paid equally irrespective of gender. Our analysis shows: 

Males make up a significant majority of the workforce 

A higher proportion of males are in technical occupations  
which are typically higher paid

Females are seen more predominantly in functional support 
roles, which are typically lower paid than technical occupations

The majority of senior management roles are held by males,  
in turn these are higher paying roles attracting higher levels  
of participation in bonus and incentive reward plans

Females make up the largest proportion of part time workers, 
which has no impact on full time equivalent pay but does mean 
pro rata payments for some pay elements which in turn impact 
bonus figures used in the calculations

 
Bonus:

The overall WG mean bonus pay gap is 32.8%; the median is 16.7%.  
AFW mean is 48.2% and median is 54.3%. There are a variety of bonus 
arrangements in place across the UK with conditions typically based 
on individual and team performance. These bonus plans are applied 
consistently across the business with eligibility to participate linked with 
the position held ensuring the application of the bonus is free from gender 
bias. Types of bonus arrangements include management, staff, sales and 
recruitment bonus plans; long-term incentive plans; local client specific 
bonus, spot recognition and retention award plans. The management and 
long term incentive plans eligibility to participate is typically associated with 
senior management roles; the client specific and spot awards are usually 
smaller values, and typically paid to project assigned roles and linked with 
client operational performance.

The impact of gender distribution and the roles held by males and 
females is shown to have an impact on the bonus pay gap, whereby a 
larger proportion of males are eligible to participate in lower value client 
bonus plans due to their role; and typically more males occupying senior 
management roles which attract higher bonus payments than females 
in the relevant period. There are some exceptions to this which can 
be seen in Energy Safety And Risk Consultants Limited, Amec Foster 
Wheeler Nuclear UK Limited and Wood Group UK Limited, with female 
average bonus higher than males; this is largely due to a smaller number 
of females in receipt of higher bonus pay-outs, and larger number of 
males receiving smaller bonus pay-outs resulting in a lower median value. 
As with pay, we believe the application of bonus awards are free from 
gender bias.
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Addressing the gap

STEM programmes and educational partnerships
We participate in events which aim to encourage, promote and improve 
knowledge in Science, Technology, Engineering & Maths in schools.

Our activities

Women’s Engineering Society (WES)
Showcasing the work that women do in engineering and the great 
careers that are available for girls as part of the UK National Women in 
Engineering Day.

Graduate induction week 
An early careers assessment process based on competency and 
behavioural skills, ensuring selection is gender neutral and free from 
unconcious bias.

It is well reported that the reasons behind the gender pay gap is 
a complex issue. We are confident that our gender pay gap does 
not reflect an equal pay issue nor is it related to paying males and 
females differently. We believe it is a result of the types of roles males 
and females are doing in our business. This is consistent with the 
pattern seen across our UK entities, industry peers and across the UK 
economy as a whole. 

As a wider organisation, we operate in over 60 countries employing 
around 55,000 people; we are committed to diversity and equality in 
areas which we can control as a business and will continue to strive to 
address the gaps, ensuring policies, practices and processes are fair 
and free from bias.  

This includes, but is not limited to: pay practices which ensure 
that males and females are paid equally for the same job; fair pay 
of our workforce in line with our global remuneration frameworks, 
underpinned by job evaluation; and talent and resourcing practices 
which have gender neutral attraction and selection processes, aimed 
at attracting and retaining the best person for the job.

In addition, while not directly associated with addressing the gender pay 
gap, there are number of local and global initiatives which we believe will 
have a positive, sustainable effect in the long term. Examples of relevant 
activities that are ongoing across our business which aim to encourage 
a diverse, balanced workforce are: 

Return to work mentor schemes

Flexible working policies

Job grading and evaluation implementation

Local partnerships with education establishments

Representation at industry wide STEM forums

Targeted engagement with employee groups on diversity & 
inclusion

 
The following pages provide a business overview and the gender pay 
gap reporting requirements by entity. The pay tables outline a summary 
of the percentage difference in mean and median pay of male and 
female employees and the hourly rate pay quartiles and proportion of 
males and females in each quartile. The bonus table outlines a summary 
of the proportion of males and females who received bonus pay from 
6th April 2016 to 5th April 2017, and the difference between mean and 
median bonus pay for male and female employees. 
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Wood Group  
UK Limited

Business overview

Wood Group UK Limited provides operations & maintenance, 
engineering, procurement, construction and commissioning (EPCC) 
decommissioning and project & modifications services to the 
upstream oil & gas market. It employs our North Sea offshore and 
site workforce as well as UK based senior management and the 
executive leadership team. 53% of the workforce are offshore and 
site roles (the majority of which are trades/crafts positions) and 47% 
onshore roles, with the onshore occupation split of 20% technical 
and 27% support function/corporate.

Bonus:

% in receipt of bonus

% gap

Mean 18.1%

Median -37.6%

Base pay: 

% gap

Mean 16.6%

Median 23.1%

Quartiles Male Female

Pay Band A 61.9% 38.1%

Pay Band B 90.2% 9.8%

Pay Band C 88.2% 11.8%

Pay Band D 87.5% 12.5%

Male Female

18%82%

Wood Group  
Industrial Services Limited

Business overview

Wood Group Industrial Services Limited provides fabric maintenance 
services, protective coating services, access, insulation, industrial 
cleaning, asbestos remediation, specialist civil engineering and 
construction services and electrical and instrumentation services 
across sites in the UK .  

96.4% of the workforce is site based trades; females make up 4.4% 
of job holders in these types of roles.

Bonus:

% in receipt of bonus

% gap

Mean 68.2%

Median 81.8%

Base pay: 

% gap

Mean 14.6%

Median 19.2%

Quartiles Male Female

Pay Band A 87.2% 12.8%

Pay Band B 96.7% 3.3%

Pay Band C 96.9% 3.1%

Pay Band D 96.1% 3.9%

Male Female

6%94%
Gender balance: Gender balance:

Employees at snapshot date:

2,898
Employees at snapshot date:

2,105

21.8%22.8% 85.7%87.2%

38% 
 of overall WG  

employees reported

52%  
of overall WG  

employees reported
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Business overview

Wood Group Kenny UK Limited is part of the Specialist Technical 
Solutions business unit which consists of three core service lines. 
It is the UK employing entity for the Subsea global service line, 
providing solutions and enhancements in subsea, asset integrity 
solutions and process solutions for wide range of clients within the 
energy sector. This is a global business with employees located and 
employed through various local employing entities. 

Bonus:

% in receipt of bonus

% gap

Mean 71.3%

Median 56.0%

Base pay: 

% gap

Mean 28.5%

Median 26.0%

Quartiles Male Female

Pay Band A 52.4% 47.6%

Pay Band B 74.4% 25.6%

Pay Band C 80.5% 19.5%

Pay Band D 86.6% 13.4%

Male Female

27%73%

Wood Group  
Kenny UK Limited

The Automated  
Technology Group

Business overview

The Automated Technology Group Limited (“TATGL”) is a leading 
supplier of control, systems and power solutions for industrial 
automation. TATGL design, install and support dynamic solutions for 
power, automation and process control delivering complex projects, 
with main markets being automotive, material handling, aerospace, 
food and beverage, utility and heavy industry sectors. 

Bonus:

% in receipt of bonus

% gap

Mean 1.2%

Median *

Base pay: 

% gap

Mean 22.0%

Median 17.8%

Quartiles Male Female

Pay Band A 88.5% 11.5%

Pay Band B 88.5% 11.5%

Pay Band C 93.4% 6.6%

Pay Band D 96.7% 3.3%

Male Female

8%92%
Male Female

Gender balance: Gender balance:

Employees at snapshot date:

342
Employees at snapshot date:

251

10.5%13.4% 5.0%9.9%

*median cannot be calculated as one female was in receipt of bonus

6% 
 of overall WG  

employees reported

4%  
of overall WG   

employees reported
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Business overview

Amec Foster Wheeler provides consultancy, engineering, project 
management, operations and construction services across the oil & 
gas, clean energy, environment & infrastructure markets.  

This entity employed the North Sea oil and gas offshore and site based 
workforce which is 91% male. Since the snapshot date the majority of 
this business was sold as part of the acquisition process.

Amec Foster Wheeler  
Group Limited

Amec Foster Wheeler  
Nuclear UK Limited (ANUK)

Business overview

Amec Foster Wheeler Nuclear UK Limited (ANUK) forms part 
of the UK Nuclear business. The Nuclear business is focused 
on clean energy generation, including nuclear, renewable and 
conventional power. 

Bonus:

% in receipt of bonus

% gap

Mean 53.5%

Median 61.6%

Base pay: 

% gap

Mean 21.3%

Median 26.8%

Quartiles Male Female

Pay Band A 71.2% 28.8%

Pay Band B 89.2% 10.8%

Pay Band C 91.2% 8.8%

Pay Band D 91.2% 8.8%

Bonus:

% in receipt of bonus

% gap

Mean -21.7%

Median 33.3%

Base pay: 

% gap

Mean 24.8%

Median 31.3%

Quartiles Male Female

Pay Band A 47.3% 52.7%

Pay Band B 73.5% 26.5%

Pay Band C 81.7% 18.3%

Pay Band D 83.2% 16.8%

14%86%
Male Female

29%71%
Male Female

Gender balance: Gender balance:

Employees at snapshot date:

742
Employees at snapshot date:

4,936

14.7%11.2% 9.9%7.0%

76%  
of overall AFW  

employees reported

11%  
of overall AFW  

employees reported
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Business overview

Energy Safety and Risk Consultants Limited (ESRC) forms part of 
the UK Nuclear business. The Nuclear business is focused on clean 
energy generation, including nuclear, renewable and conventional 
power. 

Energy Safety and Risk 
Consultants Limited (ESRC)

Amec Foster Wheeler Environment 
& Infrastructure UK Limited (E&I)

Business overview

E&I provide a full range of services to clients related to 
environmental consulting, engineering design and construction 
management in the power, government, industrial, mining, 
transportation, pharmaceutical, water, and oil & gas sectors.

Bonus:

% in receipt of bonus

% gap

Mean -8.6%

Median 40.2%

Base pay: 

% gap

Mean 24.4%

Median 26.5%

Quartiles Male Female

Pay Band A 55.0% 45.0%

Pay Band B 75.0% 25.0%

Pay Band C 83.7% 16.3%

Pay Band D 94.9% 5.1%

Bonus:

% in receipt of bonus

% gap

Mean 42.3%

Median 0.3%

Base pay: 

% gap

Mean 22.0%

Median 27.5%

Quartiles Male Female

Pay Band A 48.5% 51.5%

Pay Band B 49.6% 50.4%

Pay Band C 71.3% 28.7%

Pay Band D 79.8% 20.2%

23%77%
Male Female

38%62%
Male Female

Gender balance: Gender balance:

Employees at snapshot date:

319
Employees at snapshot date:

517

9.1%13.0% 21.4%21.1%

5%  
of overall AFW  

employees reported

8%  
of overall AFW  

employees reported
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www.woodplc.com


